A Plan That Focuses On Different Forms Of Transportation Is The Answer

Traditional Models Of Transportation Infrastructure Are Outdated

To Meet The Needs Of A Growing Population Of Commuters

A Plan That Focuses On Different Forms Of Transportation Is The Answer
A BETTER EXPERIENCE FOR COMMUTERS LEADS TO A HAPPIER, MORE POSITIVE COMMUNITY
We believe it is imperative we reward and encourage ridership through an infrastructure that screams RIDE, and we believe we have built just that.

A GREAT SOLUTION REWARDS RIDERS!

“We believe it is imperative we reward and encourage ridership through an infrastructure that screams RIDE, and we believe we have built just that.”

Chris Luyet
VP OF SALES AND MARKETING

SKATESTATION
WHY CHOOSE THE SKATESTATION?

- High security locking loops
- Durable Powder Coat finish
- Skateboard friendly with no contact between boards
- Designed for maximum density parking
- Staggered slots for ease of loading
- Modular design for any situation
- Well-defined footprint
- Intuitive design
- Designed for short and long boards
- Helps keep skateboards in one location

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE SKATESTATION VIDEO!

1-800-689-9078
sales@sustainablesites.com
Additional Security
The removable backplate ensures that the unit’s installation hardware is less accessible for thieves.

Universal Parking
Parking for both long and short boards.

Spatial Footprint
The spatial footprint of the SkateStation allows for better planning.

Security
Locking tab and holes allow for greater security and longer term storage for boards.
MAXIMUM DENSITY COMMUTER PARKING
MINIMUM DENSITY FOOTPRINT

When configured for maximum density the SkateStation provides an infrastructure that enables many times more commuters to park at a given location. This means a more orderly location that still has a great deal of foot traffic! Just look at how the SkateStation stacks up against parking for other modes of transportation!
INNOVATIVE DESIGN

BACK 2 BACK
ACCOMODATES UP TO 20 BOARDS

DELTA FORMATION
ACCOMODATES UP TO 30 BOARDS
SUPERIOR DESIGN
The Sustainable Site's products are designed for the greatest user experience, which includes durability as well as an aesthetically pleasing appearance which ensures customer satisfaction!

UNIFIED FURNISHINGS
A consistent look for your site furnishings makes your landscape look better. Our designs were created with this in mind, to ensure a cohesive and consistent look to your site furnishing plan!

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
We build high quality products right here in the USA. We’ve supplied site furnishings to schools, municipalities, universities, shopping centers, malls and parks all across the country.

OUR CLIENTS
We have had the opportunity to work with a diverse group of clients in the past such as Lockheed Martin, Google, Yale University, MGM Mirage and The Pittsburgh Pirates

QUICK TURNAROUND
At Sustainable Sites we will take your project from the design and concept stage to having the site furnishings at your site faster than many competitors

EXPERIENCE
The Sustainable Sites team has more than 80 years combined experience in the site furnishings business, and this guarantees we will find the right solution for you!